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South Dakota's Antidegradation Implementation Procedure

I. INTRODUCTION

This document outlines the antidegradation procedures and methods to be followed by
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) in implementing the
state antidegradation policy found at §74:51:01:34.

This document is intended to be used as guidance to DENR in determining
antidegradation requirements for applicable regulated activities. It is not a regulation. In
certain situations based on site-specific information, it may be necessary to deviate from
this guidance to accommodate the site-specific conditions.

Implementation of state antidegradation requirements through this guidance promotes the
maintenance and protection of surface water quality. As explained later in this document,
all "waters of the state" are provided one of three different levels, or tiers, of
antidegradation protection. The level of protection that is provided to a specific segment
depends upon a number of factors that are discussed in this guidance. The three levels of
protection discussed in this guidance are:

· Tier 1 Waters - These are waterbodies where, at a minimum, the existing in-stream
uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect those uses must be maintained.
This tier classification applies to all waterbodies in the state. To provide this
protection, all permitted discharges to these waterbodies must meet the minimum
requirements prescribed by the water quality standards regulations (ARSD 74:51:01).

· Tier 2 Waters - These are waterbodies where the existing water quality is better than
the minimum standards established in the state's surface water quality standard
regulations. The Water Management Board or department secretary may allow
permitted discharges to Tier 2 Waters with water quality limits based on the water
quality standards of the waterbody if it is necessary to accommodate important
economic or social development.

· Tier 3 Waters - These are waters that require the most protective antidegradation
requirements. In order to receive this classification, the Water Management Board
has to have designated these waterbodies as Outstanding State Resource Waters
(OSRW). In accordance with this guidance, degradation of the waterbodies water
quality is not allowed for OSRW waters. Permitted discharges would be allowed,
however, typically those permits would contain water quality limits based on the
ambient water quality conditions rather than the water quality standards assigned to
the waterbody.

The department will use this guidance to determine antidegradation requirements for
applicable regulated activities covered by ARSD Chapter 74:51:01.



This guidance defines common key terms and contains the procedures to be followed in
completing an antidegradation review. A copy of the antidegradation worksheet used by
DENR to document review findings is also attached.

II. DEFINITIONS

Antidegradation of Water Quality Review is the procedure identified in this guidance
to determine the state's antidegradation requirements.

Assimilative capacity is the amount of pollution a waterbody may accommodate without
causing the concentration of any particular pollutant to be greater than the water quality
standard for that pollutant. The assimilative capacity of a waterbody is typically used as
the basis for determining effluent limits that are included in the proposed surface water
discharge permit. The permit limits are determined by a wasteload allocation.

Designated beneficial use means those beneficial uses specified in chapters 74:51:02 and
74:51:03 for each water body or segment whether or not they are being attained.

Existing beneficial use means those uses actually attained in surface waters of the state
whether or not they are so designated.

Trading means establishing upstream controls to compensate for new or increased
downstream sources, resulting in maintained or improved water quality at all points, at all
times, and for all parameters. Trading may involve point sources, non-point sources or a
combination of point and non-point sources.

HI. THE ANTIDEGRADATION REVIEW PROCESS

In accordance with this guidance and the antidegradation policy established in ARSD
Chapter 74:51:01, the secretary will conduct a review of regulated activities involving
new or increased discharges of pollution. The specifics of the review will depend upon
the water body segment that will be affected, the tier classification of the water body
segment, and the extent to which existing water quality would be degraded by the
discharge from the permitted source. However, it is important to note that at no time can
the secretary allow degradation in the stream below the minimum level required by the
water quality standard or impair any existing or designated beneficial use.

An antidegradation review is subdivided into two activities:

1. A preliminary review to identify the level of review required under the
antidegradation requirements in ARSD Chapter 74:51:01 and to determine if the
applicable regulated activity is exempt from the antidegradation review process; and,

2. The formal antidegradation review that involves intergovernmental coordination,
public notice, and opportunity for public comment and a hearing.



The "antidegradation of water quality review" required by §§74:51:01:35, 74:51:01:36,
74:51:01:37, 74:51:01:37.01 and 74:51:01:38 refers to the formal antidegradation review
process described in this guidance (referenced in item #2 above). However, through
adoption of the water quality standards regulations, the board has exempted specific
actions from the formal review process. This list of exemptions essentially identifies
waters that receive tier 1 protection and is discussed in more detail in Part IV of this
guidance.

The antidegradation review process allows the secretary to determine whether authorizing
the proposed regulated activity would be consistent with state antidegradation
requirements.

When a formal antidegradation review is required by ARSD Chapter 74:51:01, a
preliminary decision on whether to allow degradation is made by the secretary. The
secretary then provides the determination to the permit applicant, other interested
governmental agencies, other interested parties, and provides a public notice as required
by the water quality standards regulations. The public notice allows for public comment
and opportunity for any interested party to request a hearing on the antidegradation
review and the secretary's decision. To request a hearing, a petition in accordance with
§74:50:02 contesting the secretary's decision has to be filed with DENR. Once the
petition is filed, the department will schedule a contested case hearing before the Water
Management Board. If the secretary's decision is not contested, that decision becomes the
final determination on the review.

The substance and basis of the final decision by the secretary or board are documented in
the administrative record. The procedures to be followed by the secretary in reaching a
preliminary decision on the antidegradation review are described in detail below.

PART IV. Antidegradation Procedures for Tier 1 Waterbodies

A. Waters Qualifying for Tier 1 Protection

Under this guidance, all waters are subject to Tier 1 protection. In general, waterbodies
that receive only Tier 1 protection are those waterbodies that have been exempted from
the antidegradation review process in ARSD 74:51:01:35 or those waterbodies where the
ambient water quality is at or greater than the allowable levels established by the water
quality standard regulations.

B. Protection Afforded Tier 1 Waters

The state antidegradation policy established in ARSD Chapter 74:51:01 requires: (1)
protection of existing uses, and (2) protection of the water quality necessary to maintain
and protect existing uses.

C. Requirements to Ensure Water Quality to Maintain and Protect Tier 1 Waters



(1) Confirm that Designated Uses Address Existing Uses

Prior to authorizing an activity that discharges to a waterbody with Tier 1 protection, the
secretary shall ensure that the resulting water quality in the receiving water will be
sufficient to protect existing uses. The secretary shall determine whether the water body
currently supports, or has supported since March 27, 1973, an existing use that has more
stringent water quality requirements than the current designated uses. Where the current
designated uses appropriately reflect the existing uses, the water quality requirements will
be presumed to also fully protect existing uses.

(2) Require Water Quality Necessary to Protect Existing Uses

Where the secretary determines that the water body currently supports, or has supported
an existing use that has more stringent water quality requirements than the currently
designated uses, the secretary shall identify the level of water quality necessary to protect
the existing uses of the waterbody. For example, where a proposed activity will result in
the discharge of a substance for which sufficient data to derive appropriate criteria are
available (e.g. § 304(a) criteria are available), but numeric criteria have not been adopted
by the State, the secretary will develop effluent limitations that will protect the existing
use.

(3) Trading

If applicable, where the receiving water is a Tier 1 waterbody, the applicant may
implement or finance upstream controls of point or non-point sources sufficient to offset
the water quality effects of the proposed activity. By implementing trading, the applicant
may be able to create assimilative capacity in a stream. The DENR will document the
basis for trade through a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) pursuant to CWA § 303(d)
requirements. See definition of trading in Part II.

(4) Additional Information Requirements

The applicant may be required to provide monitoring data or other information about the
affected water body to help determine whether the proposed activity will provide the
level of water quality necessary to protect existing uses. The information that will be
required in a given situation will be identified on a case-by-ease basis.

V. TIER 2 PROCEDURES

A. Antidegradation Procedures for Tier 2 Waterbodies

Tier 2 waterbodies are those where the existing water quality is better than the minimum
standards established in the state's surface water quality standard regulations. The Water
Management Board or department secretary may allow permitted discharges to Tier 2
waters with water quality limits based on the water quality standards of the waterbody if
it is necessary to accommodate important economic or social development.



As a result of the antidegradation review for a Tier 2 waterbody, there are several
potential outcomes of the review. Those outcomes are as follows:

(a) The review determines that degradation of water quality in the Tier 2 water
should not be allowed. This would require the permitted discharge to meet
effluent limits that would not cause any change in water quality in the receiving
water or find other alternatives to discharging to the waterbody;

(b) The review determines that the discharge will cause an insignificant change in
water quality in the receiving stream. The agency can proceed with issuance of
the permit with appropriate conditions to ensure water quality standards are met;

(c) The review determines, with public input, that the permitted discharge should be
allowed to discharge effluent at concentrations determined through a TMDL
based on the upstream ambient water quality and the water quality standard of
the receiving stream; or,

(d) The review determines that the discharge can be allowed, but results in
discharge effluent limits that will not utilize all of the available assimilative
capacity, consistent with the applicant's alternatives analysis and a finding that
using all of the assimilative capacity is not necessary.

(1) Qualification Factors

In general, waters with ambient water quality that is better than the water quality
standards assigned to that water body to ensure protection of the fishable/swimmable uses
assigned to the water body are considered Tier 2 waters. The factors that may be
considered include the following:

(a) Existing aquatic life uses;
(b) Existing recreational uses; and
(c) Existing baseline water quality.

(2) Criteria Excursions

Tier 2 water review procedures may be applied even where the water quality standard for
some pollutants is not always being met in the water body. Where excursions occur for
one or more pollutants, the department will decide if it is a Tier 2 water body based on
the factors identified above and in consideration of any additional available information.

(3) Information Requirements

The applicant may be required to provide monitoring data or other information about the
affected water body to help determine the applicability of Tier 2 requirements. The
information that will be required in a given situation will be identified on a case-by-case
basis. Such information may include recent ambient chemical, physical, or biological
monitoring data sufficient to characterize the existing uses.



(4) Characterizing Ambient Water Quality

The secretary will use the same procedure that is used in determining ambient water
quality when developing total maximum daily loads. This method involves evaluating
the ambient water quality data available for the stream and choosing either the 50_hor 80 *
percentile to represent the ambient conditions.

B. Determination of Significant Degradation

(1) Overview

When applicable, the secretary will determine whether the proposed regulated activity
will cause significant degradation of the stream. The factors to be addressed in judging
significance are identified in paragraph (2) below.

(2) Significance Factors

The secretary will determine the likelihood that a proposed regulated activity will cause
significant degradation for all water quality parameters that may be affected by the
proposed activity. This decision will be made on a parameter-by-parameter basis. The
secretary will identify and eliminate from further review only those proposed regulated
activities that present insignificant threats to water quality. For these activities, the
antidegradation review has been completed and the process to issue the applicable permit
may proceed. Proposed applicable regulated activities that may result in significant
degradation are subject to Tier 2 requirements. Proposed applicable regulated activities
that meet any of the criteria listed below will be considered insignificant and are not
required to undergo further review:

(a) where the change in water quality will only be temporary;
(b) where the change in water quality for any parameter for which there are only

narrative water quality standards will not adversely impact any existing or
designated use;

(c) where the volume of the proposed discharge is small compared to the flow of the
receiving stream such that the ratio of the average stream flow to the discharged
flow is expected to be greater than 50:1;

(d) where the increase in concentration of pollutants in the stream at the critical low
flow is expected to be less than 20% of the assimilative capacity of the stream
segment; or,

(e) Where discharges change the existing instream water quality less than one
standard deviation of the mean instream water quality for that parameter. This
criterion may be used only where the secretary has determined available data are
sufficient to establish long term ambient water quality trends, establish recent
ambient water quality trends, or consider other statistically relevant factors.



The intent of the significance test is to establish a de minimis test and to eliminate
from further review proposed activities that will result in minor changes in water
quality.

The secretary may conclude that a proposed activity will not cause significant

degradation based upon the specifics of any upstream trading that has been agreed to by
the project applicant. The secretary will document the basis for the trade through a
TMDL pursuant to CWA § 303(d) requirements.

(4) Information Requirements

The applicant will be required to provide representative monitoring data or other
information about the affected water body and the proposed activity to help determine the
significance of the proposed degradation for specific parameters. The information
required in a given situation will be identified on a case-by-case basis. Because these
procedures establish a fairly low threshold of significance, in many cases a large database
will not be necessary to determine if the proposed activity will result in significant
degradation. The information required may include recent ambient chemical, physical, or
biological monitoring data sufficient to characterize, during the appropriate critical
condition(s), the existing background water quality of the segment. State TMDL
procedures for characterizing existing water quality and projecting future water quality
will be the basis for identifying needed information and interpreting available data.

(5) Determine Significance of Proposed Activity

If the secretary determines that an activity will not pose significant degradation for any
parameter, no further antidegradation requirements shall apply; however, such activities
must still meet all technology and water quality based limitations. Applicable regulated
activities that have been determined to cause significant degradation are subject to the
requirements described in Sections C. Determination of Socio-Economic Importance and
D. Evaluation of Alternatives to Significant Lowering of Water Quality.

Activities involving a discharge of dredged or fill materials that are considered to have
more than minor adverse affects on the aquatic environment are regulated by individual
CWA § 404 permits. The decision making process relative to the 404 permitting program
is contained in the 404(b)(1) guidelines (40 CFR Part 230). Prior to issuing a permit
under the 404(b)(1 ) guidelines, the Corps of Engineers must: (1) make a determination
that the proposed activity discharges are unavoidable (i.e. necessary); (2) examine
alternatives to the proposed activity and authorize only the least damaging practicable
alternative; and (3) require mitigation for all impacts associated with the activity. A
404(b)(1) finding document is produced as a result of this procedure and is the basis for
the permit decision. Public participation is provided for in the process. Because the
404C0)(1 ) guidelines contains an alternatives analysis, the secretary will not require
development of a separate alternatives analysis for the antidegradation review. The



department will use the analysis in the 404(b)(1) finding document in completing its
antidegradation review and 401 certification.

C. Evaluation of Socio-Economic Importance

(1) Role of the Applicant

The applicant is required to demonstrate the social and economic importance of the
proposed activity. The factors to be addressed in such a demonstration may include, but
are not limited to, the following:

(a) employment (i.e., increasing, maintaining, or avoiding a reduction in
employment);

(b) increased production;
(c) improved community tax base;
(d) housing;
(e) correction of an environmental or public health problem; and,
(f) other information that may be necessary to determine the social and economic

importance of the proposed surface water discharge.

(2) Role of the Secretary

The secretary will assist and advise the applicant on preparing the necessary
documentation to demonstrate social and economic importance. The secretary will make
the social and economic information available for review during the intergovernmental
coordination and the public participation process.

(3) Mitigation

The applicant may voluntarily submit a proposalto mitigate any adverse environmental
effects of the proposed activity (e.g., in-stream habitat improvement, bank stabilization).
Such mitigation plans should describe the proposed mitigation measures and the costs of
such mitigation. Mitigation plans will not have any effect on effluent limits or conditions
included in a permit (except possibly where a previously completed mitigation project
has resulted ia an improvement in background water quality that affects a water quality-
based limit). Such mitigation plans will be developed and implemented by the applicant
as a means to further minimize the environmental effects of the proposed activity and to
increase its socioeconomic importance. An effective mitigation plan may, in some
cases, allow the secretary or the Board to authorize proposed activities that would
otherwise not be authorized.

(4) Role of Public

Because the socio-economic importance of a proposed activity is a question best
addressed by local interests, the secretary will make the social and economic information
available to the public for review and comment. If any interested person does not agree



that the project's social and economic importance justifies degradation to the waterbody,
the interested person may file a petition with the secretary and request a hearing on the
secretary's recommendation.

(5) Determination of Socio-Economic Importance

Based upon comments and information received during the public comment period and
testimony presented at the contested case heating, the Water Management Board will
make the decision on the social and economic importance of the proposed surface water
discharge.

D. Evaluation of Alternatives to Significant Lowering of Water Quality

(1) Role of the Applicant

The applicant is expected to prepare an evaluation to determine whether there are non-
degrading or less-degrading alternatives. The evaluation shall provide substantive
information pertaining to the costs and environmental impacts associated with the
following alternatives:

(a) pollution prevention measures (for surface water discharge permits, completing a
pollution prevention audit will be considered an acceptable evaluation of pollution
prevention alternatives);

Co) reduction in scale of the project;
(c) water recycle or reuse;
(d) process changes;
(e) innovative treatment technology;
(f) advanced treatment technology;
(g) seasonal or controlled discharge options to avoid critical water quality periods;
(la) improved operation and maintenance of existing treatment systems;
(i) alternative discharge locations and alternate receiving waters; and
0) other appropriate alternatives.

(2) Role of the Secre ..tayy'

The secretary will review the applicant's alternatives to avoid or limit degradation to
ensure all items required in this guidance have been addressed. The secretary will make
the applicant's evaluation of alternatives available to all interested persons during the
public comment period for review and comment.

(3) Role of the Public

If any interested person believes that the applicant has other available alternatives to
avoid degradation to the waterbody, the interested person may file a petition with the
secretary and request a hearing.



(4) Determination of Acceptable Alternatives

Based upon comments and information received during the public comment period and
testimony presented at the contested case heating, the Water Management Board will
make the decision on whether there are more acceptable alternatives to allowing the
degradation to occur.

E. Ensure Implementation of State-Required Point Source Controls

Where there are existing regulated point sources or non-point sources located in the area,
the secretary will assure that compliance with required controls has been or will be
achieved prior to authorizing the proposed activity. The secretary may conclude that such
compliance has not been assured where there are unresolved compliance problems
involving the same parameter within the area that would be influenced by the proposed
activity (e.g., where existing point sources are violating their CWA § 402 permit limits or
where existing, required best management practices are improperly applied or
maintained). However, the existence of compliance schedules which will address
unresolved compliance problems will be taken into consideration. In other words,
required controls on existing regulated sources need not be finally achieved prior to
authorizing a proposed activity provided there is reasonable assurance of future
compliance.

VI. Antidegradation Procedures for Tier 3 Waterbodies

A. Waters Qualifying for OSRW Protection

(1) Qualification Criteria

Water body segments will be subject to tier 3 protection requirements only when the
Water Management Board, through the state role-making procedures, has assigned an
OSRW designation. The factors to be considered in determining whether to assign an
OSRW designation may include the following:

(a) Location (e.g., on federal lands such as National Parks or refuges),
(b) Other special designations (e.g., wild and scenic fiver),
(c) Existing water quality (e.g., pristine or naturally occurring),
(d) Ecological value (e.g., presence of endangered species),
(e) Recreational or aesthetic value, and
(f) Other factors that indicate outstanding ecological or recreational value.

(2) Public Nomination

The public may nominate any state water to be designated as an OSRW by following the
petition requirements outlined in SDCL 1-26-13. The petition or nomination shall be
submitted to the following address:

Water Management Board
C/o Secretary
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Department of Environment and Natural Resources
523 East Capitol
Pierre SD 57501

The petition should explain why an OSRW designation is warranted based On one or
more of the factors identified above. The petition must also include all data and evidence
to support the designation of an OSRW.

B. Discharges to OSRW's

(1) No Change in Water Quality Allowed

Permitted discharges to OSRW segments are not explicitly prohibited. However, the
secretary cannot allow any degradation, estimated through appropriate modeling
techniques, of ambient water quality in the OSRW segment.

For direct CWA § 402 permitted discharges to the OSRW, effluent limits for substances
in the new or increased portion of the discharge will be set equal to the mean ambient
levels of these substances immediately upstream of the discharge site. For discharges that
discharge upstream from the OSRW, the secretary will establish effluent limits based on
appropriate techniques and best professional judgement to ensure that the ambient water
quality in the OSRW is not degraded in accordance with this guidance. Mean ambient
levels will be determined based on an adequate number of representative samples
sufficient to characterize the current ambient quality and its variability. Where
appropriate, the secretary may require a specified level of follow-up ambient monitoring.

Based on appropriate techniques and best professional judgement, the secretary will
determine whether an applicable regulated activity has any effect on the water quality in
an OSRW. Factors that the secretary will consider are:

(a) Percent change in ambient concentrations of selected pollutants predicted at the
appropriate critical low-flow condition(s),

Co) Percent change in pollutant loadings (i.e., the new or expanded loadings compared
to total existing loadings to the segment),

(c) Percent reduction in available assimilative capacity,
(d) Nature, persistence, and potential effects of the pollutant,
(e) Potential for cumulative effects, and
(f) Degree of confidence in the various components of any modeling techniques

utilized (e.g., degree of confidence associated with the predicted effluent
variability).

(2) Trading

New or expanded permitted discharges may be allowed where the applicant agrees to
implement or finance upstream controls of point or non-point sources sufficient to offset
the water quality effects of the proposed activity. Where such trading occurs, tier 3
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requirements will be considered satisfied when the applicant can show that water qualit3 _
at all points within the study area will be either maintained or improved. The secretary
will document the basis for a trade through a TMDL developed pursuant to CWA §
303(d) requirements.

(3) Information Requirements

The applicant will be required to provide information sufficient to evaluate the potential
effects of the proposed activity on the OSRW segment. The secretary will identify the
information that will be required on a case-by-case basis.

C. Temporary and Limited Effects

The secretary may authorize a permitted discharge that will result in only a temporary and
limited effect on OSRW water quality. The decision regarding whether effects will be
temporary and limited will be made on a case-by-ease basis. As general guidance, CWA
§ 402 general permits, CWA § 404 nationwide and general permits, or activities with
durations less than one month and resulting in less than a 5% change in ambient
concentration will be deemed to have a temporary and limited effect. Decisions on
individual proposed activities may be based on the following factors:

(a) Length of time during which water quality will be lowered,
(b) Percent change in ambient concentrations of pollutants of concern,
(c) Pollutants affected,
(d) Likelihood for long-term water quality benefits to the segment (e.g., as may

result from dredging of contaminated sediments), and
(e) Potential for any residt_ long-term influences on existing uses.

PART VII. DOCUMENTATION, PUBLIC REVIEW, AND
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION PROCEDURES

A. Documentation of Antidegradation Review Findings

(1) Anfidegradation Documentation:

The secretary will document the findings and recommendations of each antidegradation
review completed. The secretary will make this information part of the applicable
regulated activity file.

B. Public Review Procedures

(1) Follow State Requirements

The antidegradation requirements are subject to public participation requirements found
at § 74:52:05. However, a separate public notice for the permit and antidegradation
review is not required. The secretary's determination may be included in the public
notice for the proposed permit.
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(2) Content of Public Notice

In preparing a public notice, the secretary will include the following items:
(a) Outline the basis of the secretary's determination, including the preliminary

finding regarding whether to authorize the proposed regulated activity;
Co) Specify the public comment period;
(c) Provide notice of the availability of the antidegradation review worksheet; and
(d) Include a reference to the state antidegradation policy.

C. Intergovernmental Coordination Procedure

At a minimum, the secretary will provide copies of the antidegradation review
determination and the public notice to appropriate state and federal government agencies.
These agencies must provide comments in the same public comment period provided
other interested parties and the general public.

D. Contested Case Hearing

Anyone may request a contested case hearing on the secretary's determination. A
petition must be filed with the secretary by the deadline specified on the public notice. If
a petition is filed, a contested case hearing will be scheduled before the Water
Management Board. The secretary will provide further notice on the time and date of this
contested case heating to all interested parties. Based on the testimony presented at the
hearing, the board will make a final determination on the secretary's decision. Any
decision made by the board is subject to judicial appeal. If the secretary does not receive
a petition within the specified deadline, the secretary's decision is final.

Nettie H. Myers, Secretary
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
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ANTIDEGRADATION REVIEW WORKSHEET

PermitType: Applicant:
DateReceived: Permit#:

County: LegalDescription:
Receivingstream: Classification:1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
If the discharge affects a downstream waterbody with a higher use classification, list its name
anduses: 1234 56789 1011

APPLICABILITY

1. Is the permit or the stream segment exempt from the antidegradation review process under
ARSD 74:51:017 Yes m No __ If no, go to question #2. If yes, check those reasons why the
review is not required:

Existing facility covered under a surface water discharge permit is operating at or
below design flows and pollutant loadings;
*Existing effluent quality from a surface water discharge permitted facility is in
compliance with all discharge permit limits;
*Existing surface water discharge permittee was discharging to the current stream
segment prior to March 27, 1973, and the quality and quantity of the discharge has
not degraded the water quality of that segment as it existed on March 27, 1973;
*The existing surface water discharge permittee, with DENR approval, has upgraded
or built new wastewater treatment facilities between March 27, 1973, and July 1,
1988;
The existing surface water discharge permittee discharges to a receiving water
assigned only the beneficial uses of (9) and (10); the discharge is not expected to
contain toxic pollutants in concentrations that may cause an impact to the receiving
stream; and DENR has documented that the stream cannot attain a higher use
classification. This exemption does not apply to discharges that may cause impacts to
downstream segments that are of higher quality;
Receiving water meets Tier 1 waters criteria. Any permitted discharge must meet
water quality standards;
The permitted discharge will be authorized by a Section 404 Corps of Engineers
Permit, will undergo a similar review process in the issuance of that permit, and will
be issued a 401 certification by the department, indicating compliance with the state's
antidegradation provisions; or
Other:

*An antidegradation review is not required where the proposal is to maintain or improve
the existing effluent levels and conditions. Proposals for increased effluent levels, in
these categories of activities are subject to review.

No further review required.

FORMAL REVIEW

2. Is the stream segment classified as an OSRW? Yes m No m If no, go to question #3. If
yes, no change in water quality allowed. No further review required.



3. Will there be an insignificant change in water quality? Yes __ No __ If no, go to
question//4. If yes, no further review required. List reason why discharge is
insignificant

[ ] Only temporary change in water quality will result from the discharge;
[ ] Resulting change in water quality from the discharge will only affect a water quality

parameter that is only regulated by a narrative standard and the discharge will not
adversely impact the stream's beneficial uses;

[ ] Volume of the proposed discharge is small compared to the flow in the stream. The
ratio of the average stream flow to discharge flow is greater than 50: l;

[ ] The increase in pollutant loading at critical low flow is expected to be less than 20%
of the stream's assimilative capacity;

[ ] The resulting change in water quality from the discharge is less than one standard
deviation of the mean concentration of the ambient water quality; or

[ ] Other:

4. Axe existing, regulated point or nonpoint sources located in the area in compliance with
required controls or has a compliance schedule been established for these sources?
Yes __ No __ If no, establish an appropriate compliance schedule prior to approving, as
proposed, the activity under review.

5. Based on available information, are there existing uses that are better than the currenfiy
designated uses? Yes __ No __ If yes, use protection of the higher existing use(s) as the
basis for antidegradation decision-making and arrange to upgrade the currently
designated use(s).

6. Will existing uses be fully maintained and protected? Yes __ No _ If no, recommend
denial of the activity as proposed.

PERMIT APPLICATION

7. Has the applicant submitted all information listed in the antidegradation implementation
procedure? Yes No If no, why not?

PUBLIC NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING

8. Has the application been properly public noticed? Yes No _ Date notice occurred
in paper: Paper notice appeared in:

9. Has anyone petitioned the department for a public hearing on the application? Yes __ No
If no, no further review required. Proceed with writing permit based on

outcome of antidegradation review. If yes, schedule time before the Water
Management Board for public hearing on application.
Date and time of hearing:
Location of hearing:

10. Did the Board of Water Management approve the application? Yes __ No Attach a
copy of the board minutes to this worksheet.



ANTIDEGRADATION REVIEW SUMMARY

11. The outcome of the review is:

[ ] A formal antidegradation review was not required for reasons stated in this
worksheet. Any permitted discharge must ensure water quality standards will not
be violated.

[ ] The review has determined that degradation of water quality should not be allowed.
Any permitted discharge would have to meet effluent limits or conditions that
would not result in any degradation estimated through appropriate modeling
techniques based on ambient water quality in the receiving stream, or pursue an
alternative to discharging to the waterbody.

[ ] The review has determined that the discharge will cause an insignificant change in
water quality in the receiving stream. The appropriate agency may proceed with
permit issuance with the appropriate conditions to ensure water quality standards
are met.

[ ] The review has determined, with public input, that the permitted discharge is
allowed to discharge effluent at concentrations determined through a total
maximum daily load (TMDL). The TMDL will determine the appropriate effluent
limits based on the upstream ambient water quality and the water quality
standard(s) of the receiving stream.

[ ] The review has determined that the discharge is allowed. However, the full
assimilative capacity of the receiving stream cannot be used in developing the
permit effluent limits or conditions. In this case, a TMDL must be completed based
on the upstream ambient water quality and the assimilative capacity allowed by the
antidegradation review.

[ ] Other:

12. Describe any other requirements to implement antidegradation or any special conditions
that are required as a result of this antidegradation review:

Reviewer Date

Program Supervisor or Team Leader Date
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i 34A-2-7 ENVIRONMENT._L PI-, 'I'E(;TION

_U LL_.' t';

34A-2-7. Policy established by board Phc board sh:,{; ,'stablish :,olic'y F acted b, S
for prevention, control and abatement of , ;w or existm!, pollution of the I SI)CL. ; 4
watersof rahestate. . SDCL-qupl

i 986. ch 2c
, 158.._ 16b
7

Source: SL 1973, ch 280, § 4 (1); SDCL
Supp, § 46-25-29. .t: Cross-Ro£

34A-2-8. Administration by seeretar) -- Employmcni of pers_,,mel. _ Fishing

The secretary o[ water and natural resour_, ._ shall admimster this chapter. !i and cheml,
Mummp;

The secretary, in accordance with policies est. ;blished by thc board and pursu- i} § 948-4_
': ant to laws governing state employees, may I,ire personnel necessary to carry - Rules as
; out the provisions of this chapter and the -ales and orders of the board· agencies.._

Source: SL 1973. ch 280, § 5; SDCL Supp, Tr., d expenses and al {owances for st;tLc em- ..
§ 46-25-30; SL 198,5, ch 295, ._ 8- ployc . §._ 3-9-i to 3-9._:.

Cross*References. '_ Authority
_' Under lkEmployment of personnel by state depart-

menus. Chapter 3-6A. _ mcr-;tau, b

il regulator3'

34A-2-9. Sul,erseded. fi[ s__uasrag,.P"atema°n;'

Commission N-otc. Opm .-,$ of Attornuy ;to,rural. i 34A-Z-
This section, pre.serving previously adopted Cla ificzttion of publi, wnters of staL,:. Re- .-

standards and rules, is superseded by pon _9-30. p. 19Q [': purposf_(

§ 1-26A-2, which requires republication of ad- _} slial] be [

ministra_iverules, ii. sh_dlbe

34A-2-10. Classification of waters. Th,, _ater management board :;halt 8oul'_c:

establish and modify the classification of all _aters in accordance with their _:_;
present and future beneficialuses. f:'_.. 34A-2-

c:_ bulk wa
L.-

Source: SL 197.3, ch 280, § 4 (2); SDCL _k
pursuant

Supp, § 46-25-32; SL 1978, ch 260, _ 1.

_i swimmir:

34A-2-11. Water quali_ standards --' actors consi,;._:red- O},jec- _:_' invalidal

fives _ Violation. The water management ',oard shall fon,,,,lat.e and issue _ of rules
standards of wate. r quality and classification [ water accor*];, ,?_'.to its b,:,,efi-

cial uses. The board shall consider environm_ :.,,cia], econ,_,nic.
Source:

l.a] technma]
' ' ' _ SUl,p, § 46

present use. persons adversely affected, nat_ :_l b.qckgroll_,,', ;v;lters ir, ,,.:{a- E 1992. cb 1

tionship to the contaminants and pollut, ann: ,),, 'rained thc_,:'.n_ and exi:;:.ing _'

degradation and the irretrievable man-indu: d conditions h::retofore pt:,ced _ Cross-Reb

I.imitatir
on those waters. Such standards of quality ;nail be. such :,:-. to protect thc ] § 1-40-4.1

public health and welfare and the use of such, stets for publ4,, water supp lies,
propagation of fish alxd aquatic life and wil ': ifc, recreatio, rd purposes and fin'
agricultural, industrial, and other le_tima, uses in aco,,,l.ace with the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act as arum), _.dto January t. 1988. A viola- _'
tion of .wtanclards promulgated pursuant i, this sectim, m subjeci, m
§ 34A-2-75.
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WATER POLLUTION C( )" YTROL 34A-2-12
ish policy r Source: SDC Supp 1960, f 61.0145 aa eh- Feder_l Jbafelt-ences.

i acted by SL 1966, ch 260, § 1: 1967, ch 340; Fedm; Water Pollution Control Act. 33
on of the _ SDCL, _ 46-25-7; SL 1973, eh 280, § 4 (3); U.SC, ; 1151 et seq.

'_ SDCL Supp, § 46-25.33; SL 1978, ch 260, § 2;
!: 1986.ch 295.§ 9;198_,ch 285. § IA; 1992, ch Enviro, ,,,entalIarlpaet._,tntement

158. _ 16B Thls :, tion does not. requ,,,, thc making ora
Vl formal _: ,iromnental imp_,_ _2ternent. Ir', re

Cross-References. South I. ;ora Water ]Vlan:,a,.ment Board .\p
_' BOaL$ re be eql21ppe] to prl_.vcnt pollution, provin_ ater Permit No t'/tll-2 (1984, :,:51
: 5 42-8-39. NW 2d !4

·rsonnel, i; Fishm_ water, protection agai__t retiree
;:: and chemicals, §§ 41-13-1, 41-13-2 Opinior, or Attorney Gl,,,cral.

chapter, b Municipal discharge of sewage into SLr_alB.S, Autlao '_ y of committee o,, w;, Ler pollution to
ld pU/'SU- _ _ 9-48-4. adopt an: :nforee water qua_,)y standard.s, l_-

-to carry _; Rules and regulatio?_s, adoption by state port 1931 38. p. 743; 196/, _4t;. pp. 263. 223:
e board. :5 agencies. §._ 1-264 to 1-26-14. 1967-68. 296.

¢,

[:. DECISIONS UNDER FORMq: ' LAW? state em-
r:

u Authority of Board o[ Health. other war, s, had thc adrmm_[rative auLhon_
Under the predeces,sm' of § 34-1-16, the for- W establi _. standar_ for th(, accomplishment

mcr state board of health, m the exercise of its of those t I _ectives by requiring submis,ion of
'_ regulatory power conceraing preservation and plaI:m am; ,;pecifications showing complia__cc
,'_.

protection of the public health, the disposal tff with such ,.andarrls. City of Hristol v. Hor_,:r
k< sewerage ,antl the polktion of streams and (I950) 73 l) 398. 43 NW 2d 543.
[;
?

[! 34A-2-11.1. Pre:mmpfion favoring e.xistin_, quality stand _ rds. For the
;rate. Re-

purpose of §§ 34A-2-10 and 34A-2-11, existing x lid water qual,t.y standard:;
C shall be presumed rc be in accordance with such :,_ions and thc pr_,sumpl, ion

!- shall be rebuttable.

d shalt
f. Source: SL 1978. ch 260. § 3.

h their [[

34A-2-12. Regulation of public water $Upl?i :'s, swin_nink ),laces al,,;

_' bulk water haulers _ Violation, The board water manal'.cment shall

[- pursuant to chapter 7[-26 adopt rules regulating _ ,bile water supf)lics, publit
[_ swimming places and bulk water haulers. The p n isions oft;his snr:rion do noi

)bloc- _ invalidate may rules ,)f any agency existing prior ) July 1, 1.974. a violatio_
( issue g of rules promulgated pursuant to this section i.. subject to si 34A-2-75.

)enefi- :_" Source: SL 1974. ch 245, § 10: 8I_L Rules an,, -e[palarions, proccdnre for adop
_0rnic, _ Supp, _ 46-25-33.1; SL 1-985, ch 283, § 24; tion, §§ 1-2" l Lo 1-26-14.
· rela- _ 1992, ch 158..i 16C_

Opinions o_ &ttor_ey Gcno_.,,I.
Jsting _ Author/fy r department of ,.nvironmental

)laced _ Cross-References. protection tx,, ,gulate bulk wat_:r b,,ders, pub-
:t the Limitation on str/ngeney of certain rules, lic water sul,,,lies (excluding fiuori,lation)and

,plies, _ 1-40-4.1. public swim ,,;ng places, Opinion No. 75-95.

andh the
viola-
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WATERPOLLUTIONCONED1. 24A-2-17
f

-- Pro- 34A-2-14. Pretreatment standards for indu- rial users of ir,adequateI

_undmg public treatment works -- Violation. The bo ,t shall promlltF, ate rule5
:es shall pursuant to chapter 1-26 governing pretreatm_ standards to; m, applied
aination agmnst industrial users of publicly owned trp. at.u, .-1.works for i._;: Jntroduc
_mercial _ I,lorl of pollutants into, publicly owned t:reatmen_ ' _rks which m' ....ter{: witb,

zhapters pass through, or otherwise are incompatible wnt :ach treatmc,:_ works. A
in chap- violation of rules l:romulgated pursuant to _s section i? .:,,bj_.ct 1,,
·'aters of § 34A-2-75.
t2fis sec-
address- Source: SL 1974. ch 2f:7, § 1; SDCLSupp. Cross-Refe, aces.

._46_25-34.1; gL 1988, ch 285. _ 2: 1992, ch Limitat_m, on st25ngency of c,:rtain rules,
i 158.§ !7A. § 1404.1.

.c water i Rules an{: .'egulatioms.proc_.,h_w,for adop: tion. §_ I-2 ,_._ to 1-26-14.
k;

i 34A-2-15. Violation of pretreatment stam, l ,rds for mdt,:;trial user
,storage

';;_ u_lawfizl -- Implementations of provisions o. _cderal Water Pollutio_
event of ;'_, Control Act. Any mdustria] user of publicly o,, md treatmeni works wh_

violates pret, reatmeni standards is subject to § 34, .2-75. The sec, f:tary or thc
,bjecr to .r_ o_mer of a publicly owned treatment works shall , aplement all l,-wisions of

section 307 of the Federal Water Pollution Contro _ct.as amendc,{ t,_ ,lanuaD'k

uant to _ 1, 1992, including issaing pretreatment industria ,_._er permits _.... ;i_.mif'lcant

'ldation$ i]c industrial users in accordance with §._ 34A-2-3, ;_,,d 24A-2-.qC.
iucation _;
itiorls to _z Source: SL 1974, ch 2_;7,§ 2: SDCL Sup[,, Federal It :ri.neet.

in order _ § 46-25-34.2; SL 1988, eh 285, § 3: t992. eh Federal ' ,u:r P,_llun,m .t;,.,_,nl Act. 7,:_15r,. § 1S: 1992. ch 254. ,_53. U.S.C. 6 l'
_ted and

e imple- :y;
._ 34A-2-16. Enforcement of pretreatmem , andards fo, ,,ulustrb_l
_: users. The secretar_ and owners of publicly o,..,ad treamtenl _,arks may
! enforce pretreatment standards for pollutants _ ;:roduced into _i,_;publicly

owrted l:reatment works, pursuant to the eompli: ,ce and enforct:_,:ent prote-
an rules,

_. dures of this chapter, by industrial users of su,, treatment works.

Viola- [ _ume: SL 1974, eh 2:t7, ¢ 3: SDCL Supp.

a mini- _ § 46.25-34.3; $L 1988. c,b 285, § 4.

I'x

s pursu-
_te st an- 34A-2-17. Periodic review of ¢lassificatiov ,nd .qtandarq: !['he board
: federal _ shall review from tbne to time, at intervals of _>t more than Lhree years,

_3ecr. to ! established classification of waters, water quali v standards.. ,,,rt effiuemI_ standards.

¢' Source: SL 1973, ch 280. § 4 (5): SDCL

_'Act, as _' Supp, § 46-25-35.
75.

_5
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,t 34A-2-18 ENVIRONMENTAL Pl_ "ECTION

_ cessitvfor rules. Before waters are classified or stal,, ards establish_.d or modified, or -
j rules made, revoked or modified, the board · ;', all follow the procedures c.stab- _ wastes m,

the watar

i lished by chapter 1-26. " if it i:. 'al4

I Source: SDC Supp 1960, § 61.0145 as eh- SDCI.. '5 46-25-8; SL 197:; ,h 280, ._ 10, _DCL ma. lority -

i acted by SL 1966. ch 260, § 1; 1967. ch 340; Supp ; 46-25-36. there ma',

- applicabh'
34A-2-19. Violation of effluent stands_ is prohibited. Repealed by SL necessary

1992,ch 158, § 19. chargeif'
i

3.4A-2-20. E.,;tabli._hment of waste, trc: ,rant r,:quir,',,, ,_t.q. Thc _,,nard _ Sourrc:.qL 1947. ct,

shall establish minimum requirements for t,, treatment ,,, waste_. [ 1.q60, _ 61.t,
P. 1966. c_-, ;2(;,

Source: SL 1971:. eh 280, f 4 (11); SDCL
Supp.._ 46-25-38_ _- 34_a_.2_ /

tiou for

34A-2-21. Causing pollution of wate._ prohibited - !qacemc.nt of under '_ 2

wastes _ Violation. No person may caus' pollution of a,¥ waters o_ thc nology rt:

state, or place or cause to be placed any wa:; _s in a location where they are wamrs

likely to cause pollution of any waters of th( 4ate. A violati_ of this section the goal ,

is subject to § 34A-2-75 and may be abat,: as a public nuisance.
Source: :

Source: SL 189(_, ch 119, §§ 1, 2; RPenC Cros_; references. Supp, § 46_2'

1903. §§ 446. 447; RZ 1919. §§ 3971, 3972; SL I_o: ' . waste treatxnt.,I requiremen_:_ for

1935, ch 174, § 14, SDC 1939, §§ 13.1506, kitch, and toilet facilii,c:., § 42-8-39. 34A-2-2
61.9901: SDCL, § 46-25-17; SL 1973, ch 280. Pc_, _ic,_ for clas,uhc.1 ml-_lemc:mors, decision i:

I § $ (1); SDCL Supp. § 46-25-39; SL 1977, ch § 22-.; :.
190. _ 635: 1984. ch 243, § 3; 1992. ch 158. years.
§ 20. ,:

Il [ Source:

34A-2-22. Reduction of existing wai.e, ,Jality by di:; ',,_rlle of v..,sU. _ s,,n,.; 4;;

prohibited _ Violation as nuisance. No t' ':;an may discl,.,, ;re any w:'ates

i into any waters ,,fthe state which reduce thr u;)!ity of such :":;I.ers bclo-.-' thc 34A-2-?
water quality level existing on March 27, I:, ;t. A violation at' this section is wastes m

subject to § 34A-2-75 and may be abated ' a public nu,::nnce, acumtms
board for .

Source: SL 1973. ch 280, § 8 (2); SDCL Cms: tefercnces, into the g,
Supp, § 46-25-40; c,_ 1977, ch 190, § 636; Pcp;. _ics for clas.,;_,,,,_ mi_em,.;,nors, following:
1984. ch 243, § 4; 1992, ch 158. § 21. § 22-_; ' remry oft:

which arc
34A-2-23. Violation as public nnisanc_ Repealed by SI, 1992, ch 158, (1) TI

§22. p,
(2) TI,

p,.

(3) q3,
cJ.

o
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WATER POLLUTION CO, 'ROI, 34A-2-27

tndards 34A-2-24. Discharge of wastes allowed _ len economi, ,,, social n,.-
:Lifted. or cessit)' found Exception. Notwithstand !. § 34A-2-2'_'. discharge ,if
es estab- wastes into waters of the .qtate which reduce lb :lu:)lhy of suc_ 'voters bel_._'

the water quality h,.vel existing on March 27, t :3 will be :d lc , '.,_.d when a_td
if it is affirmatively demonstrated to the bo_ ] and the bo:,r, finds bv a

i0: SDCL majority vote of it:; members, after a public ] ._tring on suc_. r-quest, tt_:_t
there may be a discharge, which discharge wi] mt result, in i,,, violation ,,f

applicable water st:mdards, which discharge is ;. und justifiabt,, _s a result of

:d by SL necessary economic or social development. Th,, board may n(,_. allow a &.,-
charge ff the discharge results in a violation of' ,e existing water standard_:.

Some: SDC 1939, _.:61.0109 as added by 340: SDC .( 46-25-6;SL 19'/3. ch 280, ._8 (2).
m board SL 1947. ch 416; 1955. ch 430. § 1: SDC Supp SDCL SI'_"L ._ 46-25-42; SI. 1988, ch 287,.
3. 1960. § 61.0145; re.peale,i by omiasionfrom SL § 4A.

l 1966, ch 260, 5 1: re-enacted by gL 1967. ch

34A-2-25. Technology considered in detc, fining ccono:ai_:justifica-
tion for waste. In determining the justificati, for economic dr.velopmcnt

uent of under § 34A-2-24, the board shall consider and :,quire in it.; _;_,cision, tech

of the _ nology reasonably available for all discharg,': .nto that. seg_cnt of stoa,
hey are [ waters affected by the decision, which _a51I rest, in further pr,,,r_,ss toward

section [. the goal of eliminating the discharge of all _ ;J._':__
Sotttee: SL 1973. ch 280. § 8 (2): SDCI.

Supp. § 46-'25-43; SL 19q8. ch 285. 5 5.

lcn_ for
_9_ [[ 34A-2-26. Biennial review of decisions l(, :llow disch,,_:(' waste..'.

meanors, _' decision issued pursuant to § 34A-2-24 shall be _:viewed at lc:,::;1 (:very. two
years.

. Source: SL 1973, ch 280, § 8 (2): SDCL.. Supp, § 46-25-44; SL 1985. ch 285, i 6.waste
wastes

34A-2-27. Const]-uction permits required., )r activities discharging!ow the
:tion is wastes into water -- Violation. No person may ,' ,try on any of d,, followinr_

activities without a valid construction permit f,. m the water _n:,nagement

board for the disposal of all wastes which are, m . _ay N:, disch_,,-,:t'd thereby
into the ground waters oft.he state, nor may am )erson carry _),, any of thf,

_,,_,,_,,_s, _ following activities without approval of plans an( :p_;cificatmns t,,,., the sec-
retary of the department pursuant to § 34A-2-29: ,' the disposnl ,,; :_1]wa.qt-.:.:

which are, or may b.--.,discharged thereby into, .; trace water:; ,,i l:hl. st-m:.

:h 15t5, ii (1) The construc':ion, installation, modificat, _ or operatior, (,I any di:_

posal system or part thereof, or ally ex rtsSon or addi_,,.,_, thereto.'_ (2) The increase in volume or strength of: s' wastes in r,:.:_._:;:;of tht_

Ii permissive discharge specified under m, existing per_,,il.:._ (3) The construction, installation, or operatio,, _fany industr,:,l, commer-

I cial, or other establishment, or any exten ,on or modific:.,i.i-n thereof· or addition th ereto, the operation of whic}. -ould cause a:r, increase in
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WATER POLLUTION CONTR(' :;4A-2-94

34A-2-92.1. Lake p,rotection projects -- Deft-, t-ion of terms. Repealed
by SL 1986, ch 291, _ 22.

34A-2-92.2. Eligibility and priority of lakes I_ - protection --- Criteria
considered. Repealed by SL 1986, ch 291, § 23

34A-2-92.3. Percentage of cost covered hy _kc protecti_,,: Lq-ants.
Repealed by SL 191q6. ch 291, '.(.24.

34A-2-92.4. Consol'ration district pollution _ atrol plan rc '"'.'red for
t lake protection grar,t. Repealed by SL 1986, c 291, § 25.

34A-2-93. Rules fc.r administration of chapt, .- -- Hearing., - lnitia-
viol, of court action:;. The board shall: Ii

(1) Make rules far the administration of thi chapter; !
(2) Hold any hearings necessary for the prm_ r administrat,on of this

I

chapter; j
(3) Initiate actions in court for the enforcen, at of this ch,,,_,ter. [

I

Source: SL 197k, ch 20S, ] 5; SDCL Supp.
iq _ 46-25-22: SL 1973, ch 280, § 4 (8) to (t0k

!973, ch 28.t, _ 4; SDCL Supp, .$ 46-25-107.

:. 34A-2-94. Public availability of records ;_, informatio,, _,btained

umler chapter _ Exception to protect trade s_-., ol.s. Any recto ,k. reports,
or information obtained under this chapter shall, i; thc case of cft_,,_nt data.

,_ be related to any applicable effluent limitatiorL_, p Irc:atmen;. et ......_' sourer.
performance standard;,, and shall be available to t poblic_ ¢;xcei,, ,i,al upo_
a showing satisfactory to the secretary by any pc: m that reco_,; ,, _tLforma-

k tion, or particular par,: thereof (other than efflucr, _ -lata. permit ;,l ,,,l ication:;
and permits) to which the secretary has access ut ]er this chapl,,:, _ if made
public would divulge methods or processes entill d _o protectio,, aa trade
secrets of such persor(, the secretary shall consi_;, r such record, report, or

i information, or particular portion thereof, co_d_, mtial, except that such
record, report or information may be disclosed to c;: ,er officers, employees, or
authorized representa_:ives of the state or federal _ vernment concerned with

ct carrying out this chapter, or when relevant, in -ly proceedin_ under this
0 chapter.

,i- Source: SL 1973, ch 280, § 13; SDCL
Supp. § 46-25-108; SL 198S, ch 285, § 36.
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